A NEW DEFINITION OF IT IN MEDIUM SIZED BUSINESSES:
MEET THE FERRANTI-M DYNAMIC DATACENTER SOLUTION

tailored to your needs
For whom is this the recommended solution?

Ferranti-M

Your company has 50 to 249 IT end users who are supported by a small IT
department? There is a data center available at your location but its management is
not a priority for the IT team? Several internal processes are extremely crucial for the
company and should be able to rely on a reliable and flexible system, without extreme
complexity. You rely on an external partner for the development and eventually
managing your data center solution?
Did you answer YES?
Then our Ferranti-M all-in-one data center solution, could be a perfect fit for you!

Simplify and
automate your
IT management
operations.
It is time to transform
your datacenter!

Advantages
>> Flexibility: This solution is based on the goals of your company. You can simply let your
datacenter solution evolve with you when the goals and business needs change.
>> Cost efficient: State-of-the-art hardware is not always the one and only correct answer to
your needs, we look for you at the right balance between cost and performance so you do
not pay too much.
>> Reliability: The M-solution consists of thoroughly proven technology.
>> Continuity: Enjoy uninterrupted connectivity and continuity of your business processes
through the built-in redundancy.
>> Scalability: Support the company’s growth. Thanks to the fexible structure of the solution,
it can easily be expanded when need to add a large amount of new users to the system.

For this solution we work
with these partners:

>> Modular Architecture: The functionality is expandable when needed, thanks to the
possibility to add extra modules or to replace modules.
>> Delivery Speed: There is only a minimum of manual fine tuning required. That will allow for
the delivery of a Ferranti-M datacenter solution in no time.
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Ferranti-M
SERVERS

High density - Rack based units
Dual socket setup with core flexibility to comply with licensing politics
Memory possibilities that can serve even the most intensive functionality
Perfect fit for Virtual Platform scale-out requirements
Redundant host setup

STORAGE

Symplified Network Storage
Basic Tiering
A perfect fit for mostly sequential data flows
In depth performance & capacity monitoring capabilities
Full Redundancy in the box
expandable by adding units (storage package) : capacity or performance pack

BACK-UP

Focus on backup to disk for short & long term jobs
storage-centric solution to keep short term backup as close as possible to the compute layer
Fluent integration on virtual platform & platform console
VM and application intelligent backups & restores are possible
Hardware or software deduplication if required

CLOUD
RESOURCES

MyFerrantiCloud Seamless Integration

SWITCHING

Enable uniform policy enforcement, flexibility and superior resiliency

Azure Integration with Cloud OS

10G Backbone
Advanced Security Features to support Business protection
Converged network possible

SUPPORT

IITMO MANAGED MONITORING |

ITMO EXPERT SUPPORT

|

ITMO MANAGED SERVICES

When will it be more interesting to opt for the Ferranti-L solution?
>> You are aiming at the highest reliability and extreme performance.
>> You require intelligence from the systems in order to efficiently cope with the resources and data
availability and to maintain high performance that way.
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